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Global sun care market

$ 10.2bn $ 16.1bnCAGR 
8.0%

Market 
size 2021

Market 
size 2026

Asia Pacific

Australasia

Eastern Europe
Latin America

Middle East and 
Africa

North America

Western Europe

Regional contribution in terms of 
absolute growth 2021-2026 Top 5 growth countries (size by 2026)

China £3.1bn
USA £2.4bn
Brazil £0.8bn
Japan £0.7bn
South Korea £0.7bn

Source: Euromonitor International
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UV filters market dynamics

Source: Mintel GNPD
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Mineral only sun care launches

Mineral Only

8.9% 12.8%
10.0% 16.8%

Ingredient 
penetration 2017 vs 2021

TiO2
ZnO

Regional impact: biggest contributor is 
North America, then Europe

167% increase over a 5 year period
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Top sunscreen formats

Spray / Mist / Spritz
Cream

Lotion

Gel / Jelly
Milk Liquid / Fluid

Stick

Oil

Essence

Serum

Liquid/fluid is the top growth format, 

increased from 39 in 2017 to 187 in 2022

2017 - 2022

Source: Mintel GNPD

HONEST
Self Defense

Mineral Sunscreen 
Fluid SPF 34

ANTHELIOS 
UVMune 400 

SPF 50+ 
Invisible Fluid 

RODIAL
Anti-Blue Light & 
Pollution Drops 

SPF 50

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9450634/from_search/x5VeL3wG5U/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9003742/from_search/bvc6zQZO71/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/8662383/from_search/FZ3ZTXchqw/?page=1
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Top growing claims

Ethical/ 
sustainable

709%

Carbon 
neutral 
3200%

Halal 

3700%

Probiotic 

1200%

Source: Mintel GNPD

Top 4 growing 
claims in sun care, 

and percentage 
increase over a 

5 year period

HUMANRACE 
Sun Care Daily 
Moisturiser SPF 

30 

MO MA MI
Itsy Bitsy Sun 
Stick SPF 50

KINDFIELD 
Cloud Cover 
Sunscreen

SPF 35

COOLA
Illuminating

Serum SPF 30 

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10404926/from_search/6pMyWTe5Bx/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10376466/from_search/0BhvPtRspK/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9608616/from_search/uCnI6VuHLP/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9764800/from_search/r0r6VNPVFq/?page=1
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Consumer drivers

33.7% of Americans  
don’t like the way 
sunscreen feels

In China 40% would be 
wiling to pay more for 
sunscreens that are 
easy to apply on skin

78% of Japanese use 
sunscreen to prevent age spots, 
moreso than prevent skin 
cancer 

64% in the UK think 
brands need to do 
more to be eco-
friendly

And 32% show 
interest and 
willingness to pay 
more for mineral-
based sunscreen

38% in Brazil want to buy 
sunscreens that don’t negatively 
impact the environment

Source: Mintel GNPD
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Beyond sun care

Source: Euromonitor International,*Mintel GNPD 

10.2% of face/neck care launches have a UV protection claim*

$ 7.8bn $ 11.6bnCAGR 
8.2%

Market 
size 2021 Market 

size 2026

36.8% of foundation/powder launches have a UV protection claim*

$ 5.3bn $ 8.1bnCAGR 
8.6%

Market 
size 2021 Market 

size 2026

Skin care: 
Moisturiser/
anti-agers

Colour 
cosmetics:
Foundation/
powders
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Disruptive 
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and 
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Sensorial 
NPD 

Skinification trend

Skincare focussed innovation helping 
consumers even out skin tone, minimise acne 
breakouts, and protect skin against ageing

Skin-
ification

Blur of sun care with skin care continues

Recent launches use serum 
textures and an array of 
skincare ingredients (eg
prebiotics, tulip complex)

BLOOM EFFECTS
Sunscreen Serum
Mineral Only SPF 50 
Contains a hero skincare 
ingredient, has a serum  
texture, gives a dewy glow

Sensorial and collaborative concepts (eg visually stimulating bi-
phase or fragranced formulas, stylish packs inspired by 
fashion) also add something different and help grab attention

APIVITA has collaborated 
with Greek fashion 
designer Vassia Kostara
to create stylish 
bags/pouches for Bee Sun 
Safe products

Source: Mintel GNPD

Definition: Sunscreens with added skin care claims

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9584696
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9559320
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Skinification and hybrid formats

•A hybrid SPF30 sunscreen that 
provides protection against 
environmental pollutants, is hydrating 
and helps to heal blemished skin
•Taps into the growing number of hybrid 
skincare product launches that offer both 
protection and aesthetic properties

Asia boost the focus on beauty/skin care
In stressing beauty benefits, such innovation can 
reach out to those many sunscreen users in Asia 
who are more interested in formulas that 
prevent pigment spots/blemishes and 
wrinkles than preventing skin cancer.
That said, the higher engagement in sunscreens 
with beauty benefits (vs skin cancer prevention) 
can be linked to it being a given that high SPF 
formulas help protect against skin cancer

In Japan 78% of 
respondents use 

sunscreens to prevent 
pigment spots moreso

than prevent skin 
cancer (31%)

Claims:
Anti-pollution
Hydration
Anti-blemish
Prevent pigmentation
Brightening
Anti-oxidant…

Source: Mintel GNPD

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9813080/from_search/xojaZqqMyI/?page=1
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Beyond UV to grab attention

Blurring with skincare formulas enriched with vitamins and 
active skincare ingredients will have appeal

Blue light,  infra-red, pollution protection trends continue
In May 2022 for example, L'Oréal unveiled UVMune 400, a sun filtering 
technology billed as the brand's "biggest suncare innovation in 30 
years", designed to protect skin against ultra-long UVA rays

Active 
enriched 

formulas have 
appeal

Source: Mintel GNPD

Protection 
beyond 
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Asia: sunscreen launches with select beauty enhancing claims

Jun 2017-May 2018

Jun 2021-May 2022

https://www.loreal.com/en/press-release/group/l-oreal-presente-uvmune-400/
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Sunscreen essences
In Asia, the pursuit of improving the efficacy and texture of sunscreen products has led to an 
increase in the number of sunscreen essences. In addition to the traditional moisturizing and 
whitening, the awareness of sun protection against photoageing has increased
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Asia: share of sunscreen launches with 
essence or serum textures, 2017-2022

Essence
Serum HAKU Daytime 

Whitening Sunscreen 
Essence 

SPF50+ · PA++++
Whitening + sun 

protection + makeup  
3in1 

HR Prodigy Cellglow
SPF50 · PA++++ 

The combination of internal
and external repair, reduce the 

damage caused by light and 
environment to the skin, with 

strong antioxidant effect

KANEBO Day Cream 
SPF50 · PA+++ 

containing 75% water, 
blocking UV damage while 
continuously replenishing 

the skin moisture, 
keeping moisturizing all 

day without drying

Source: Mintel GNPD

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/8578437/from_search/ENYdycOTNj/?page=1
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Sunification and hybrid formats

The medicalization of beauty is leading to more 
demand for proof behind claims, creating value 
through ingredient-led products. 

Codex Beauty 
Labs' on-
pack 'efficacy 
panel' helps people 
make more informed 
purchase decisions

A targeted approach allows for a better understanding and characterization of skin ageing 
mechanisms and how this information can be applied to future product development.
For solar there are opportunities being explored in the microbiome, health risk/diagnosis, wearables

“if used as directed with other sun protection measures 
(see Directions), decreases the risk of skin cancer and 
early skin ageing caused by the sun”

The OTC (US) sunscreen label has a skin health and 
beauty claim:

Source: Mintel GNPD

Skin care and colour cosmetics are using SPF claims to add credibility to 
their anti-ageing claims. Repair and protection from ageing. More hybrids!

Definition: beauty care with added sunscreens claims

http://www.codexbeauty.com/
http://www.codexbeauty.com/
https://codexlabs.co.uk/blogs/blog/why-our-beauty-efficacy-panel-is-so-right-now
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The rise of the hybrids

Sunscreen

Colour 
cosmetics

Moisturiser/
Anti-ager

Multi-hybrids,
BBs, CCs, 
primers with 
SPF, tone ups

Foundations/
powders with 
SPF, cushion 
compacts

Daily skin 
care with SPF

Source: Mintel GNPD

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10411176/from_search/ncPqXfwqQA/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10350854/from_search/ncPqXfwqQA/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10347544/from_search/ncPqXfwqQA/?page=3
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10330006/from_search/ncPqXfwqQA/?page=4
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9677762/from_search/wA0lwCqnJp/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9941634/from_search/3JaBkTsMUJ/?page=2
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9934618/from_search/31dDY7teif/?page=4
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9934566/from_search/31dDY7teif/?page=4
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9997422/from_search/31dDY7teif/?page=4
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9928486/from_search/kNhzW2k3MN/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10404088/from_search/HgxEmjrZY2/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9908806/from_search/HgxEmjrZY2/?page=5
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9883612/from_search/HgxEmjrZY2/?page=6
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10332914/from_search/7ewnQQfGVv/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9768576/from_search/Kd9DciFTVa/?page=5
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Regulations around hybrids

Some territories have regulations specifically for “secondary sunscreens” 
Secondary sunscreens are products that contain an ingredient with sunscreen characteristics, but 
its main function isn't to be a sunscreen (eg, daily skin care or colour cosmetics)

Australia: secondary sunscreens claims 
are the same as primary sunscreens, but 
they do not need to comply with GMP or 
have an expiry date

South Africa: secondary sunscreens must 
adhere to the same regulations as primary 
sunscreens

Europe: secondary SPF products have no obligation to follow 
all the efficacy and labelling riles, but all claims must be 
substantiated and labelled as with any other cosmetic claim
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Disruptive natural

Disruptive 
natural

As eco claims become the norm, brands will need to be more 
creative to grab attention. Focus on minimising plastic 
waste and being ocean-friendly/mineral-based remains. 
However, opportunity exists to explore other ways to convey 
sustainability, e.g., recent innovations tapping 
into upcycled beauty trends or showcasing the use 
of sustainable botanicals.
Or enhancing the eco narrative by offering skin care claims too

UPCIRCLE
SPF 25 Mineral Sunscreen

with upcycled raspberry 
seeds claims to be reef-
sage, silicone-free and 

Vegan

Skincare brand KINSHIP 
brings its eco/skin 
microbiome-friendly ethos to 
suncare. The suncare range 
includes Self Reflect Rose 
Probiotic Moisturizing Zinc 
Oxide Sunscreen SPF 
32 with probiotics and an 
uplifting rose scent.

REN Clean Screen Mineral 
Mattifying Face Sunscreen SPF 
30 99% natural formula has been 
developed for daily use with 
natural bio-actives including: 22% 
non-nano zinc oxide, a physical 
shield that sits gently on the skin's 
surface

Source: Mintel GNPD

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9635904
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9211998
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/7266347/from_search/Qf2ktSnh3w/?page=1
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Eco claims are the norm
Embrace the shift to 'safer'/eco 
mineral sunscreen
As the mineral space becomes busier, stand out by 
highlighting minimal ingredients, “hero 
ingredients”…Also allay any drawbacks linked to 
mineral options (e.g. they can wear off quickly, can leave 
a white cast)..

17%
sunscreens launched 
Dec 2021 to Dec 2022 
used mineral 
sunscreens only, 
this represents an 

135% increase 
over a 5-year period

Mineral/physical 
sunscreens 
perceived as safer
on consumer and
planetary health

Holland & Barrett stop selling chemical 
sunscreens in favour of 100% mineral 

options

Source: Mintel GNPD

Mineral is set to gain further traction as mass 
market players move into the segment

NEUTROGENA 
Sheer Zinc 
Face Dry-Touch 
Sunscreen 
Broad Spectrum 
SPF 50

NIVEA Sun 
Kids Mineral 
Sun 
Protection 
SPF 50+

https://www.hollandandbarrettcorporate.com/node/663
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/4956673/from_search/ACe2ohD4Jj/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/8645717/from_search/ACe2ohD4Jj/?page=1
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Ocean friendly deep-dive

Source: Mintel GNPD

In 2022, 24% sunscreen 
launches claimed 

“coral/ocean/reef” “safe/friendly”

35 22 35
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Launches claiming “coral/ocean/reef safe” Ingredients used

No Benzophenone-3
(Oxybenzone) or 

EHMC (Octinoxate)

70.7%

36.6%
17.1%

17.1%

14.6%

12.2%

12.2%

6.1% 4.9% 3.7% Zinc Oxide

Titanium Dioxide

Octocrylene

Ethylhexyl Salicylate

Homosalate

Diethylamino Hydroxybenzoyl
Hexyl Benzoate
Butyl Methoxydibenzoylmethane

Ethylhexyl Triazone

Bis-ethylhexyloxyphenol
Methoxyphenyl Triazine
Isoamyl P-methoxycinnamate

What the press are saying…
For more information see 
our From Clean to 
Conscientious 
Sunscreen presentation
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Eco-sunscreen global market

Regional outlook

In China 

50% +
of sunscreen users 
associate a ‘safe’ 

sunscreen as having a 
natural formula or an 
eco-friendly formula
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Ethical – environmentally friendly product

Ethical – sustainable (habitat/resources)

Ethical – environmentally friendly package

Vegan/no animal ingredients

• Natural/botanical claims 
predominate but are declining

• Eco-claims are largely limited 
despite consumer interest

• Expect a bigger focus on climate 
change in the coming years

APAC

Europe
Americas

Source: Mintel GNPD
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Sun care for all: spotlight on the US
In the USA

33%
of Black/African 

American users of 
facial/body sunscreens 
wish there were more 
product options made 

specifically for their skin 
tone

Be more Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion 
(DEI) minded and 
emphasize suitability 
for melanin-rich skin 
and/or all skin tones

Sunscreen innovations more 
boldly promote suitability for all 
skin tones, not leaving a white 
caste and /or minimising 
hyperpigmentation

SUPERGOOP 
Every. Single. 
Face. 
Watery Lotion
SPF 50 PA++++

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9426294/from_search/wCpE7NIwVp/?page=1
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Endorsement and education

EleVen
Venus Williams

Cay Skin
Winnie Harlow

KINLÓ
Naomi Osaka

Educating consumers through retail partnerships 

Black Girl Sunscreen
Shontay Lundy

https://elevenbyvenuswilliams.com/products/unrivaled-sun-serum-spf-35
https://cayskin.com/
https://www.kinlo.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZ54UcST-h8
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On the market

TATCHA
The Silk Sunscreen 

Hydrating Mineral Shield 
SPF 50 PA++++

weightless and mineral 
sunscreen designed to 

provide broad spectrum, 
promises to even out 

skin tone without 
leaving any white cast

CAY SKIN
Suncare Isle Glow Face Lotion 

SPF 45
is a daily-glow boosting 

sunscreen containing unique 
glow boosting nude pearl blend 
that applies seamlessly on all 

skin tones

BLACK GIRL SUNSCREEN
Moisturizing Sunscreen Lotion for 

Face and Body SPF 30 is, 
designed to help prevent sunburn 

and decrease the risk of skin 
cancer and early skin ageing 
caused by the sun. It caters 

exclusively to women of color

Claims:
No-white cast
Hydration
Glow
Balance complexion
Brighten

Source: Mintel GNPD

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9399026/from_search/11Pt8cHKvU/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9434108/from_search/psp5TOnct9/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/8510407/from_search/Vs5wvLvcHJ/?page=1
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Camping trend: spotlight on China

According to the report 
from iiMedia, the core 
market size of China 
camping economy will 
reach 74.75 billion yuan 
in 2021, with a year-on-
year growth of 62.5%, 
which estimated to be 
248.32 billion yuan in 
2025

2022 “camping” keyword search volume on VIP.com

2021 monthly 
search volume 

2022 monthly 
search volume 

Monthly YoY 
growth

Camping culture is driving the trend of camping beauty. The 
overall sales of outdoor beauty and skin care products from 

Vip.com in 2022 Q2 surged 55% month on month

China’s young, urban-based consumers are driving a post-pandemic glamping 
trend, which is saturating social media. As always, China’s influencers are 
highly involved, leading the way in showing how it’s done

Source: VIP.com
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Camping x Beauty

TEAM C× AFIONA
co-branded camping 

sunscreen series

Recommended list of camping 
beauty on VIP.com

Carslan x 52TOYS co-branded 
camping series

Recommendations are for waterproof or sweat 
proof beauty products. In addition
broad spectrum sunscreens protecting against UV, 
visible light and heat damage are most popular.
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Camping education
Online promotion with ‘Camping’ tag 

from Supergoop!

#What do you need for your first camping# Enjoy the 
sunshine!

Incorporate 
sunscreen 
into your morning routine

Wear SPF 30+ sunscreen every day

Not for sun, but for fun!

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9510302/from_search/0CkT83wKfI/?page=1
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Croda Europe
Non-warranty
The information in this publication is believed to be accurate and is given in good faith, but no 
representation or warranty as to its completeness or accuracy is made. Suggestions for uses or 
applications are only opinions. Users are responsible for determining the suitability o these products 
for their own particular purpose. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made with 
respect to information or products including, without limitation, warranties of merchantability, fitness 
for a particular purpose, non-infringement of any third party patent  or other intellectual property 
rights including , without limitation, copyright, trademark and designs. Any trademarks identified 
herein, unless otherwise noted, are trademarks of the Croda group of companies. 
©2023 Croda International Plc
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Appendix: Multi-hyrbids

Clio Nudism 
Water Me CC 

SPF50+ PA+++

Dr. Jart+ Barrier 
Beauty Balm 

SPF 45 PA++++

La Roche-Posay 
Anthelios Pigment 

Correct 
Photocorrection

Getönte
Tagescreme SSF 

50+

Innisfree Jeju
Cherry Blossom 
Skin-Fit Tone-Up 
Cream SPF50+ 

PA+++

Relevant 
One & Done 

Everyday Cream 
SPF 40

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10411176/from_search/ncPqXfwqQA/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10350854/from_search/ncPqXfwqQA/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10347544/from_search/ncPqXfwqQA/?page=3
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10330006/from_search/ncPqXfwqQA/?page=4
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9677762/from_search/wA0lwCqnJp/?page=1
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Foundations/powders

Maybelline FIT 
Me Vitamin C 

Fresh Tint SPF 
50

Albion Photogenic 
Face SPF 20 PA++

Fancl FC 
Face Powder UV 

Super Protect SPF 
50+ PA++++

Peripera Ink Mood 
Vegan 

Glow Cushion SPF 
50+ PA++++

Valentino Go-
Cushion On-the-

Move Light-Lasting 
Wear Foundation 
SPF 23 PA+++

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10404088/from_search/HgxEmjrZY2/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9908806/from_search/HgxEmjrZY2/?page=5
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9883612/from_search/HgxEmjrZY2/?page=6
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/10332914/from_search/7ewnQQfGVv/?page=1
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9768576/from_search/Kd9DciFTVa/?page=5
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Daily skin care

Eau Thermale
Avène Hydrance

Feuchtigkeitscreme
SPF 30 (Hydrating 

Cream SPF 30)

SPF25 
Rejuvenating Day 

Cream 

Face Junkie Neroli 
Day Cream Suscren

Protect #3

Nutrimetics
Restore Pro Day 
Crème SPF15

CeraVe
Facial Moisturizing 

Lotion Broad 
Spectrum
SPF 30

https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9941634/from_search/3JaBkTsMUJ/?page=2
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9934618/from_search/31dDY7teif/?page=4
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9934566/from_search/31dDY7teif/?page=4
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9997422/from_search/31dDY7teif/?page=4
https://www.gnpd.com/sinatra/recordpage/9928486/from_search/kNhzW2k3MN/?page=1
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